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An Introduction to 3D Computer Vision Techniques and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Computer vision encompasses the construction of integrated vision systems and the application of vision to problems of real-world importance. The process of creating 3D models is still rather difficult, requiring mechanical measurement of the camera positions or manual alignment of partial 3D views of a scene. However using algorithms, it is...
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Plastic Analysis and Design of Steel StructuresButterworth-Heinemann, 2008
Simple introduction to plastic analysis of complex steel structures     

       The plastic analysis method has been used extensively by engineers for designing steel structures. Simpler structures can be analyzed using the basic virtual work formulation, but more complex frames are evaluated with specialist computer software. This new...
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Home Theater For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	Overwhelmed with big screen TV and home theater audio options? What do you need to build the perfect home theater experience? Home Theater For Dummies, 3rd Edition shows you how to plan a home theater system and choose components that fit your budget and your room.


	Beginning with the most basic information, this guide...
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Encyclopedia of Database SystemsSpringer, 2009
The multi-volume Encyclopedia of Database Systems provides easy access to relevant information on all aspects of very large databases, data management, and database systems. Over 1,400 illustrated essays and definitional entries, organized alphabetically, present basic terminology, concepts, methods and data processing...
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Design and Usability of Digital Libraries: Case Studies in the Asia PacificInformation Science Publishing, 2005

	Design and Usability of Digital Libraries: Case Studies in the Asia Pacific showcases some of the best digital library practices from organizations in the Asia Pacific. Particular emphasis has been placed on the design, use and usability of digital libraries. Not only are digital libraries examined, but related technologies, the management of...
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Computer Processing of Remotely-Sensed Images: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Remotely-sensed images of the Earth's surface provide a valuable source of information about the geographical distribution and properties of natural and cultural features. This fully revised and updated edition of a highly regarded textbook deals with the mechanics of processing remotely-senses images. Presented in an accessible manner,...
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The Photoshop Darkroom 2: Creative Digital TransformationsFocal Press, 2011

	Back in the old days, working in a chemical
	darkroom, I could only have dreamed of a postprocessing
	tool as wonderful as Photoshop. But
	for me that’s exactly what Photoshop is—a tool.
	It’s a tool that helps me as a professional image
	creator. The image is what matters, not the tool.


	The Photoshop...
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Algorithmic Graph Theory and Perfect Graphs (Computer science and applied mathematics)Academic Press, 1980

	Algorithmic Graph Theory and Perfect Graphs, first published in 1980, has become the classic introduction to the field. This new Annals edition continues to convey the message that intersection graph models are a necessary and important tool for solving real-world problems. It remains a stepping stone from which the reader may embark on one...
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Computability and Complexity Theory (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	This revised and extensively expanded edition of Computability and Complexity Theory comprises essential materials that are core knowledge in the theory of computation. The book is self-contained, with a preliminary chapter describing key mathematical concepts and notations.  Subsequent chapters move from the qualitative aspects of...
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Getting Started with Paint.NETPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learning the free Paint.NET photo editing program means you can achieve any professional effect you want, and this book shows you how, ranging from installation and plugins to advanced imaging techniques.


	Overview

	
		Quick and simple tutorials designed to help you master Paint.NET in minutes
	...
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Principles of Digital Image Processing: Advanced Methods (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This textbook is the third of three volumes which provide a modern, algorithmic introduction to digital image processing, designed to be used both by learners desiring a firm foundation on which to build, and practitioners in search of critical analysis and concrete implementations of the most important techniques. This volume builds upon the...
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OUYA Game Development by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2014

	An allinclusive, fun guide to making professional 3D games for the OUYA console


	About This Book

	
		Create enthralling and unique games for the OUYA console
	
		Learn basic scripting methods in a three-dimensional game engine
	
		Polish and package your games for publishing on the OUYA...
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